This paper reports on an experimental study of the effectiveness of high order numerical methods applied to elliptic partial differential equations whose solutions have singularities OL" $imilar difficulties (e.g. boundary layers, sharp peaks). It is commonly helieved that high order methods perform poorly for such problems; we present evidence that shows almost beyond doubt that high order methods are more effective than low order methods for Unear, elliptic. nearly singular partial differential equations on J·cctang.ular domains.
The experiment performed was as follows: A set of 37 partial JjfferentiaJ equations problems (PDEs) was chosen whose solutions exit ib i. t sj ngul ad ties or near singularities. See Appendix One for more Jetails. The POEs are from the population of [Rice et al, 1980] ,1lIJ ;lrc JescribcJ in Appendix One. The eight programs used and the IIlctllOuS they implemented are described in the following table, the refcrenccs cited provide further details. Fourth order collocation with IlcI'lIlite hic ubics [Houstis et aI, 1977] ; GallS:> c I jill j 11:1 -tion [Oongarra et aI, 1979J Ordinary second order finite difference:>; iteration \~i th generali'led march ing a I)..:01'-ithm and conjugate gradient method. [1I;ll1k, 1977J Oyakanov CG with Richardson cxtrapol;lt iurl to achieve fourth order accuracy lllank, 1~I77j Fourth order finite di ffeTencc IIlethod I Lyndl and Rice, 1978] , [Boisvert, 1979J; (; au No one program is applicable to all the POEs. Each WOIS :Ipp! ied to the PDEs for a sequence of rectangular meshes and st<ltistics collected ahullt the performance and errors achieved, This was carried out using the EJ.I.I'ACK system [Rice, 1977] which ensures uniform measurements and tre;ltment of ,J J I methods. The associated system for the evalu<.ltion of softW:JTC for p;lrti .. 1 differential equations [Boisvert, Houstis and Rice, 1979J wa~used 
automatic generation of the problems and collection of the dat.,!.
The methodology used in this experiment is th'lt dest.:rihcd ill [Rice, 1979J ; 1JI1i {iloustis anti Rice, 19/')OAJ. One can olJtaill till' Jt'I;lirs that define the experiment from the refercncc:> c i tell. 4 r 1. TilE PERrOR~1ANCE DATA. The basic measure of performance is the amount of cOlllputer time required to obtain a given level of accuracy in the nwnerical solution. The uccuracy is measured as the maximum absolute error on the H.'l:tangular lIlesh (ERR-NODES) of the method divided bythernaximum absolute V<lllW 01' the PDE solution. Duc to the discrete nature of the choice of IIleslles> one c<Jnnot obtain a specified accuracy exactly> so least squares straight 1 inc Fits to the data (on a log-log plot) are used to interpolate CUlilputer times for three levels of accuracy: 5%, .5% and .05%. where olle each of the good, fair and poor data sets is plotted. The regularit}' ot' "the data behavior is rated (subjectively) as good for 30. fair for 6 :lIld poor for I PUE. The subjective ratings of the data for distinguishing lhe pnJg,r:lms Llrc good for 26, fair for 9 and poor for 2 POEs.
The programs aTc ranked according to their use of computer time to aell Leve the three specified levels of accuracy. Rankings seem to be the lImsl robust mcasure of performance because averages are tremendoulsy affected
by ;] fc\~cxceptional problems and the problem accuracies are somewhat inCOIIICllsuratc in any case, The pairwise average rankings are given in Tables 1-,1 1'01' the slopes and three accuracy levels. The comparisons are made pair\~i~;c for all the POEs where possible (a few data aTe missing for extraneous I'l';I:-;OIlS as noted in Appendix One). This approach gives the most robust comparative evaluation of the programs. See [Hollander and Wolfe. 1973J for the Jlon-parulIlc"tric statistical tests to be applied to such data. This data is disclissed in the next section, but it is apparent that the standard second order finite difference method is not competitive with the higher llnlcl' methods. 1.000 -. 500 . 000 .500
LOG TLTIME -1.000 -1.500 -. 500 . 000 .500 LOG TL TIME -1.000 -1.500
FilJ,urc I· The datu for PDE 10-4. This is fair data; note that several mcthotls achieve very little accuracy at all. 
To-00-----.c:50::0~--l.o;;:o;;0--E--·~5~00;-----;I:.0;oo -2.000 -1. 50 . LOG TLTIM Figure 3 : The data for PDE 39-4. This is the least conclusive dilt;1 !"Ol" any problem attempted.
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The U:lt<l ill Tables 1-4 arc completely objective in that they are computed mechanically from the raw data. 
Ill. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
The ideal hypothesis to be tested in this experiment is:
.llil1.h order methods are more effective than low order methods for the JlulIlerjcal solution of linear, elliptic PDEs on rectangles and which lwvc singUlarities or near singularities.
We i,;;lnllot test this hypothesis because we do not have a well-defined population of "high order" and "low order" methods. Indeed, so many things affect performance that it is unlikely that the order of the method is so dominant lila l a 11 other cons j derations may be neglected. In other words, if ordinary secolld order finite differences is worse than (or better than) fourth order t:o I I (lca t ion wi t:h bicubic Hermite polynomials, one cannot as sume the difference The colums use the abbreviations average ranks are 1.41 and 1,59, respectively, for the fourth anti sel'OIlti ortlel' method. Thus, in one performance measure, time required to achieve an CI'I'Ol' 01" :,'t he ranks are close but tending to contradict H3.
The subjective data in Table 5 It i~no surprise that the most uncertainty is in the performance measure of I imc to achieve the 5~;; error leveL Indeed, the support for the linear orderillg is surprisingly strong con~;idering that one is achieving a very nHJr,h ;ll:curacy on PDEs with a wide variety of erratic or singular behaviors.
The fact that 1'3-Cl COLLOCATION is definitely worse that S-POINT STAR at the -l, 3-2, 7-1. 8-2, 9-1, 9-2, 9-3. 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-7, 11-2,  119-3, 51-1 J 54-1
The first number refers to the basic problem and the second to the selection of the parameters. The 21 basic problems are presented below. ,Operator: Helmholtz type, approximates nonl1near i operator.
PROS 3
IRight side: Sharp, large values ncar x '" y '" .5.
Boundary conditions: Dirichlet, homogeneous. Solution: T has a peak at x = y = . The raw data for this experiment is saved in the ELLPACK data base 01" ell iptic POE software performance data and may be obtained by persons interested in giving it serious study. 
